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ELECTRONIC LOCKING
AND ACCESS CONTROL
SPECIALISTS

A PASSION FOR LOCKING

WE INNOVATE. YOU BENEFIT.
We strive to perfect the most reliable, secure and user-friendly electronic locking and
access control solutions.
A tailored solution, no matter its type or size, works for many reasons, such as system
scalability, seamless integration with third-party systems, security, multilanguage option,
to name just a few.
That’s why your visitors, employees or students can use it daily and do not get distracted
from what is important for them - be it relaxation, enjoyment, study or work.
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METRA SOLUTIONS

SECURE & EASY
STORAGE LOCKING
The Metra storage locking solution
ensures that locker users’ belongings
are secure whilst they work, study,
visit or enjoy other pursuits.
Forget about maintenance staff,
replacement keys, “hijacked” lockers
and other unneccessary time- and
money-consuming problems.

COST OPTIMISED
DELIVERY LOCKING
Cut your delivery costs and errors,
offer 24/7 pickup for customers and
optimise your delivery processes.
The Metra delivery locking solution
can boost your revenue and offer
your customers a time-saving
service and a user-friendly shopping
experience.

COMPLETE SOLUTION
WITH ACCESS CONTROL
The Metra comprehensive solution
for leisure and sport facilities
combines RFID access control,
electronic locking for lockers,
cashless vending and locker
rental / management software.
It can be seamlessly integrated
with third-party systems.

METRA OEM FOR
IOT SOLUTIONS
Metra OEM components
are meant for IoT usage.
Take advantage of the possibility
of unleashing their full potential
with custom software integration
and fully tailor the locking solution
to your specific wishes, needs
and requirements.

METRA DIVERSITY

THE WORKPLACE
The world’s leading companies,
factories and organisations use
and trust Metra on a daily basis
with innovative electronic storage
locking solutions for their employees,
mail distribution, office sharing,
hot desk services and others.

RELAXATION
World-class waterparks and resorts
worldwide rely on Metra electronic
storage locking and access control
solutions to help provide their wealthy
clientele with a premier relaxation
experience.

EDUCATION
Every day, thousands of pupils and
students around the world entrust
Metra storage locking solutions to
safely and hassle-free store their
personal belongings whilst they
follow their dreams and pursue
their education.

SPORTs
Renowned ski resorts and various
sports facilities use Metra solutions
to provide their members and
guests with impeccable funcionality
for indoor and outdoor storage
of their various sports equipment.

METRA LOCK FACTS

▪▪

The Metra electronic lock is motor-driven. It performs a locking and unlocking
self-check cycle each and every time it is used.

▪▪

The Metra electronic lock is known for its impeccable functioning and reliability
in challenging environments. From freezing -20ºC in French or Swiss ski resorts
to hot and humid +40ºC in Australian or Middle Eastern waterpark resorts.

▪▪

The Metra electronic lock is design friendly, as it does not visually impair the
physical locker design. All lock components are hidden from view when locker
doors are closed. Locker door handles are unnecessary, as the Metra lock opens
the locker door automatically (depending on the Metra lock mode). This Metra
solution enables a modern, clean-line locker installation design.
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THE METRA NETWORK

WORLDWIDE. IN AN INSTANT.
We know that with every new project unique requirements and specific needs arise.
The Metra network supports our customers and partners worldwide, at every moment,
from idea to implementation and beyond. No matter the complexity of challenge.
Ask any of our thousands of customers and partners worldwide.
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T +386 (0) 1 561 07 40
E info@metra.si

